Q&A
with Australian born Hotelier Dan Dimmock,
The Remote Resort, Fiji Islands.
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What inspired you to build the resort?
A multitude of things, really, I lived in New York
City for ten years working in an executive position
for a global hotel group. For the duration of my
tenure all I could think of is what I’d do differently,
if I had my own hotel brand, to create the ultimate
personalized guest experience. During the recession I was laid off. As the rest of America was
learning how to deal with crumbling real estate
and financial markets, I realized this was my
chance to go out on my own. I noticed a value
shift taking place. It no longer mattered what you
could buy, but rather what you could experience.
My entire apartment in Brooklyn became a vision
board for the concept of a resort that could offer a
combination of personal experiences, raw adventure, local culture with a touch of luxury. More of a
lifestyle than a hotel. From there I was focused on
finding property where I could apply this concept.
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What made you choose Fiji?
My wife inspired me to go to Fiji for
a suitable site. She fell in love with
Fiji enjoying family holidays there
as a child. She told her father at
age ten she planned to return to
Fiji and build a resort. The warmth
of the people, the unbelievable
natural surroundings, in particular,
the untouched areas of northern
Fiji were the perfect canvas to
create something new on unexplored territory.
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How long did it take you to build?
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Is too long an answer? From conception to opening it was three and a half years of my life. It was important to
me to use local tradesmen from the adjacent village and outlying communities. We began to understand how
one another works almost immediately, it was meant to be, but it also mean it would work at a pace that
ebbed and flowed like the tides. Really, if there’s a good day to fish I was picking up half my crew. But it was
worth it. The bonding and the energy on this project felt good.

Were there any challenges to the build?
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Let’s just say I was a one man show at the beginning. You won’t believe me when I tell you, but I slept in a tent for a year on site.
The first night it was pure jungle, I hiked over the bluff to the beaches I intended to build on and my foot encountered a hornets nest.
Let’s just say the first few days I couldn’t see well but my other senses were heightened and as I slept on the beach, eyes swollen, I
decided on the best locations for each villa. And I suppose sinking my boat on the inlet along with supplies, passport and anything
else valuable was a challenge. Twice. Never begin a long distance conversation with your wife on Valentine’s Day starting with,
“Don’t worry, I’m fine but...” At present my passport lies at the bottom of Somosomo Strait.
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When did your resort open?
We opened in July 2013. It was surreal. To
know I was in a small New York City apartment with photographs taped to my walls to be
sitting in The Remote Resort lounge drinking a
beer? A full circle moment. The guests have
been incredible and open and well, it’s my
honor to serve people who come out to witness our philosophy.
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Tell us about the resort?
I built this place from the ground up using as
much vesi timber and materials from the site
as possible. It’s 64 acres of land with an old
coconut grove intertwined with wild gardens of
papaya, mango, banana, bush lemons on untouched raw rainforest jungle. It’s on an incredibly private peninsula with a deep inlet on
one side and beautiful white beaches on the
other and just ten minutes from the Rainbow
Reef, the soft coral capital of the world. It’s
heaven on earth.

I wanted to keep it that way with a limited
footprint on the land. And I wanted to introduce guests to the opportunity to not only
enjoy these incredibly natural environments
but to do so without compromise. I wanted
each guest to see beauty in the design of
our materials, awaken their senses with the
views, the stars, sunrise and vegetation. To
integrate themselves in to the local culture
with excursions catering to their curiosities
and adventure levels.

There’s something to be said about eating
fresh caught lobster and pairing it with a
fantastic wine on a beachfront deck facing
the Pacific Ocean.
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What is your philosophy?

My philosophy is this, no matter who you
are, you deserve to experience beauty of
all kinds, from sight, sounds, to the palette.
To invoke curiosity within yourself and not
necessarily know how or why you have
And as a hobby Chef and professed foodie, I these emotional connections but know they
didn’t want to compromise on cuisine. The are what life is for. I strive to create those
food is delectable, island to table gourmet
moments for our guests.
concoctions by our talented local Chef. I
wanted guests to experience incredible food
pairings in unique settings anywhere on the
property.
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